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Artificial square spin ices are structures composed of magnetic elements arranged on a geometri-
cally frustrated lattice and located on the sites of a two-dimensional square lattice, such that there
are four interacting magnetic elements at each vertex. Using a semi-analytical approach, we show
that square spin ices exhibit a rich spin wave band structure that is tunable both by external mag-
netic fields and the configuration of individual elements. Internal degrees of freedom can give rise
to equilibrium states with bent magnetization at the edges leading to characteristic excitations; in
the presence of magnetostatic interactions these form separate bands analogous to impurity bands
in semiconductors. Full-scale micromagnetic simulations corroborate our semi-analytical approach.
Our results show that artificial square spin ices can be viewed as reconfigurable and tunable magnonic
crystals that can be used as metamaterials for spin-wave-based applications at the nanoscale.

Spin waves, or magnons, are fundamental excitations
in magnetic thin films and nanostructures. Because of
their potential applications in information technology1,2

and computation3, means to control magnon dispersion
and band gap have been studied intensively over the past
few decades. The term magnonics has been coined to
describe this field of study4,5. One pathway to control
magnon dispersions is to construct magnonic crystals6,7

that are metamaterials with a spatial modulation of the
magnetic properties on length scales comparable to rele-
vant magnonic wavelengths8–10. Patterned thin magnetic
films11,12 or topographically modulated thin films have
been used to manipulate the magnon spectra13. This
approach is similar to super-lattices in photonics and,
fundamentally, to the crystal structure of semiconduc-
tors. A paradigm that is the focus of recent investiga-
tion consists in actively modifying the band structure of
magnonic crystals14. This has been achieved to date by
use of Meander-type structures15 and, more recently, via
heating16 in one-dimensional ferromagnets.

Artificial spin ices17–19 are another class of structures
based on an organized array of nanosized magnetic ele-
ments that have been shown to support a wealth of static,
dynamic, and emergent magnetic phenomena19–21. Arti-
ficial spin ices are geometrically frustrated: the geometry
of the elements and the lattice are such that all interac-
tion energies cannot be simultaneously minimized. Ex-
amples of artificial spin ices are the square ice17, and the
kagome ice22. The square ice is composed of magnetic
stadium-shaped nanoislands positioned on the sites of a
two-dimensional square lattice with lattice constant d,
Fig. 1(a), and obeys the “ice rules” in which low-energy
states are characterized by the magnetization in two is-
lands pointing into a vertex and out of the vertex in the
two other nanoislands. Dynamically, correlated excita-

tions are supported in spin ices because of the magneto-
static interactions between magnetic islands23. Because
of their intrinsic periodicity and wealth of static states,
artificial spin ices offer interesting opportunities as pro-
grammable magnonic crystals to control the magnon dis-
persion and band gap 19.

The resonant mode spectrum of square ices has been
studied numerically by means of micromagnetic simula-
tions, demonstrating the observable effects of magnetic
defects23. More recently, a detailed numerical study has
shown that edge modes arising from the internal degrees
of freedom equally have observable consequences in the
resonant spectrum in sufficiently thick nanoislands24. In
fact, edge modes efficiently couple neighboring nanois-
lands, influencing the collective oscillations19. This is
reminiscent of impurity states in semiconductors that lo-
cally modify the energy landscape and give rise to shallow
electronic bands25. Recent experimental results have ex-
plored the excitation spectrum of artificial spin ices26–28

but the existence and dependencies of the band diagram
in square ices has not been explored to date. To close the
gap between the fields magnonics and artificial spin ices,
we examine square ices from the perspective of magnon-
ics, including bands arising from the edge modes as well
as the bulk modes.

In this Rapid Communication, we study long-range
dipolar-mediated two-dimensional magnon dispersion in
square ices in the spirit of a tight-binding model. In con-
trast to similar procedures on simpler structures29,30, we
account for the internal degrees of freedom resulting from
edge modes in the nanoislands. Consequently, we are able
to calculate the magnon dispersion as a function of local
equilibrium states as well as its field tunability, including
edge mode bands. Our semi-analytical approach provides
enough degrees of freedom to qualitatively estimate the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Square ice lattice with lattice con-
stant d, and with magnetic stadia of width w, length l, and
thickness t. The stable magnetization directions (black ar-
rows) of the magnetic elements in a unit cell are shown for
the (b) ground (vortex) and (c) remanent state (the gray-
colored stadia are not part of the unit cell and are shown here
for clarity). Edge states have two stable configurations as (d)
C and (e) S states.

band structure of an extended square ice lattice while
being computationally tractable.

We focus on the small-amplitude excitations in two en-
ergetically stable configurations of a square ice, namely
the vortex and remanent states, Fig. 1(b) and (c), re-
spectively. The vortex state is the ground state of the
system, achieved by thermal relaxation31, and the re-
manent state can be obtained by saturating the system
in an external field along the (x̂, ŷ) direction, and then
slowly removing the external field, letting the system re-
lax. In each configuration, the magnetization can bend
close to the nanoisland edges24, providing a local “im-
purity”. In square ices, two stable edge configurations
satisfy the minimization of dipolar fields at the ground
state, resulting in C and S states32–34, Fig. 1(d)-(e).

The small-amplitude dynamics in square ices can be
approached semi-analytically using a Hamiltonian for-
malism35. The same approach has been used and shown
to be accurate in many dynamical regimes to date36–42.
In this formalism, the Landau-Lifshitz equation of mo-
tion describing conservative magnetization dynamics is
cast as a function of a complex amplitude a, using a
Holstein-Primakoff transformation. By expanding the re-
sulting equation in Taylor series, the linear dynamics for
an ensemble of complex amplitudes a can be generally
expressed (see Supplementary material) as

da

dt
= −i d

da∗
A†HA = −i d

da∗
A†
(
H(1,1) H(1,2)

H(2,1) H(2,2)

)
A, (1)

where the dagger denotes the complex transpose, A is
an array of 2n complex amplitudes AT = [aT , a†] =
[a1, ..., an, a

∗
1, ..., a

∗
n] and H is the 2n × 2n Hamiltonian.

The right-hand-side of Eq. (1) includes terms up to
second order in a, corresponding to linear excitations.
Beacuse of the lattice perodicity, propagating waves are
Bloch waves with a time dependence gvien by a→ aeiωt.
This allows us to reduce Eq. (1) to an eigenvalue problem

by means of Colpa’s grand dynamical matrix43

ωψ =

(
H(1,2) H(2,2)

H(1,1) H(2,1)

)
ψ, (2)

from which we obtain the eigenvalues ω, and the eigen-
vectors ψ. Due to the complex conjugate definition of

A, we observe that H(1,1) = H(2,2) and H(1,2) = H(2,1),
leading to conjugate eigenvalues in Eq. (2).

The Hamiltonian is related to the magnetic field ~H

via H = −γδW/(2MS), where δW = −
∫
~H( ~M) · d ~M is

the energy functional, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, ~M is

the magnetization vector, and MS = || ~M || is the satura-
tion magnetization. We consider field contributions from
shape anisotropy, dipolar interactions, and intra-element
exchange as well as an external applied field. Each field
contribution can be reduced to a Hamiltonian matrix as
detailed in the Supplementary material. Of particular
importance are the dipolar interactions, which are the
only source of inter-element coupling in our framework
and the concomitant magnon dispersion. The dipolar
energy between a nanoisland j in cell τ and all the other
nanoislands k in cells τ ′ can be expressed as

Hd = − V
4π

∑
k,τ ′

[3(~Rjk,ττ ′ · ~Mj,τ ′)(~Rjk,ττ ′ · ~Mj,τ )

(~Rjk,ττ ′)5

−
~Mj,τ ′ · ~Mj,τ

(~Rjk,ττ ′)3

]
, (3)

where V is the volume of the magnetic element and
~Rjk,ττ ′ is the translation vector between the nanoisland
j in cell τ and the nanoisland k in cell τ ′. Considering

the Bloch wave ~Mj,τ = ~Mj,τ ′ei~q
~Rjk , where ~q is the wave

vector, it is possible to recast Eq. (3) for the unit cell
in terms of the lattice (Sβ where β = x̂, ŷ, ẑ) and cross-
direction (Sc) summations. As an example, the resulting
Hamiltonian matrices for the ground state in the absence
of exchange interactions are

H(1,1)
d =


S11
x S12

c S13
x S14

c

S21
c S22

y S23
c S24

y

S31
x S23

c S33
x S34

c

S41
c S24

y S34
c S44

y

− Ŝz (4a)

H(1,2)
d = D +


0 S12

c S13
x S14

c

S21
c 0 S23

c S24
y

S31
x S32

c 0 S34
c

S41
c S42

y S43
c 0

+ Ŝz, (4b)

where D is a diagonal matrix containing inter-island in-
teractions (the expressions for D and the lattice summa-
tions are shown in the Supplementary material). The
reduction of the dipolar field to Hamiltonian matrices is
a key result of this work.

The magnon dispersion can be numerically calculated
by solving the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (2). We con-
sider a square ice composed of Permalloy stadia with
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Band structure of the vortex state. The
insets show the magnetization vector configuration of the unit
cell for each band, showcasing their excitation symmetry.

dimensions 280 nm× 120 nm× 20 nm, saturation mag-
netization MS = 770 kA/m, and center-to-center sep-
aration of d = 395 nm. Exchange is implemented
as an additional degree of freedom in a nanoisland di-
vided by three equidistant spins coupled by the constant
J = 0.016, which parametrizes the exchange in Permal-
loy J = cA/2, where c = 0.33 nm is the lattice constant
and A = 10 pJ/m is the exchange stiffness. This approx-
imation for the exchange interaction is applicable for the
low-energy sector of the magnon bands, as demonstrated
below by the good quantitative agreement with full-scale
micromagnetic simulations.

It is instructive to consider first the band structure ne-
glecting internal degrees of freedom, or “macrospin” ap-
proximation. A typical band structure for the macrospin
vortex state is shown in Fig. 2. There are four bands
consistent with the available degrees of freedom in the
system, one for each island. From the corresponding
eigenvectors, it is possible to identify the location and
symmetry of each mode. A snapshot of the magnetic
configurations at the Γ point for each band (labeled from
M1 to M4) are shown above Fig. 2. We notice that M1
has pair of islands in phase and a phase difference of ±π
between each pair, whereas M4 represents a mode with
all islands excited in phase. Furthermore, M1 (M4) has
positive (negative) group velocity. M2 and M3 are close
in energy and consist of modes with a pairwise phase dif-
ference of ±π/2. Note that the pairwise difference make
these bands non-degenerate, resulting in anti-crossings
close to the Γ and M points. These latter two modes
form narrow bands that separate away form the Γ point,
and establish a band gap reaching ≈ 195 MHz between
the Γ and X point of M1 and M2, respectively. Bands
effectively touch at the Γ and M points. However, we
did not observe band inversion in any calculation.

We now include exchange interactions in our frame-
work. By dividing each magnetic island into three
equidistant spins, we now have access to 12 bands. In
the ground state, three configurations are stable: homo-
geneous or onion24, C, and S states. The corresponding
band diagrams are shown in Fig. 3. The additional de-
grees of freedom give rise to lower frequency bands iden-

FIG. 3. (Color online) Band diagram for the vortex state in a
(a) onion, (b) C, and (c) S state. The bulk (edge) modes are
depicted in blue (dashed black) lines. The schematic of each
static configuration is also shown for each case.

tified as edge modes (black dashed lines), also showing
anti-crossing behavior. We observe that the bulk modes
(blue lines) maintain their qualitative features. However,
the bandgaps are enhanced due to the additional energy
incorporated into the system. Furthermore, the partic-
ular magnetic configuration quantitatively modifies the
band diagram, indicating that edge bending can be com-
pared to impurity states in semiconductor materials. Be-
cause a transition between C and S states can be induced
by, e.g., temperature24, this can be used as another av-
enue to program the magnonic response of the square
ice. In the remanent state, the unit cell is composed of
two magnetic islands, Fig. 1(c). The band diagrams for
a macrospin and stable onion and S configurations are
shown in Fig. 4, exhibiting similar features as discussed
above.

We now explore the effect of an applied field ~He on the
square ice. We consider a feasible experimental scenario
of an in-plane field along the x̂ direction and detection
of coherent excitations (at the Γ point) by means of res-
onance measurements (The effect of field angle is shown
in the Supplementary material). Note that in our frame-
work, the stable magnetization direction of the magnetic
nanoislands is set and assumed a priori, i.e., only small
amplitude variations are accessible. In fact, large fields
induce imaginary eigenvalues, denoting decaying modes
and thus the breakdown of our model. We study the

effect of field magnitudes between 0 < | ~He| < 100 Oe
which maintains real eigenvalues. The results obtained
for both vortex and remanent states under macrospin ap-
proximation are shown in Fig. 5(a-b). In the case of the
vortex state, we observe that the coherent modes, M1
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Band diagram for the remanent state
in a (a) macrospin, (b) onion, and (c) S states. The bulk
(edge) modes are depicted in blue (dashed black) lines. The
inset shows the magnetization vector configuration of the unit
cell for each band. The schematic of each static configuration
is also shown for each case.

and M4, have positive and negative tunabilities, respec-
tively, whereas M2 and M3 exhibit only slight tunability.
In the case of the remanent state we observe either a
positive or negligible tunability. The strongly tunable
modes can be traced to those magnetic elements paral-
lel to the applied field. This is also consistent with the
Landau-Lifshitz equation predicting a blue (red) shift of
frequencies when the internal field increases (decreases).
The modes with negligible tunability correspond to mag-
netic elements perpendicular to the field. By considering
edge bending, a richer behavior for the tunability of both
the vortex and remanent states is obtained, Fig. 5(c-d).
For both the vortex in an onion state and the remanent
S state, we observe similar tunabilities for the bulk and
low-frequency edge modes. In all cases, the slope of each
band is generally different, leading to band crossings, and
implying that the bandgaps in square ices can be manip-
ulated by an applied magnetic field.

Full-scale micromagnetic simulations were performed
for comparison with the semi-analytical model. We used
a computational system containing eight islands and im-
posing periodic boundary conditions consistent with the
geometry described above (see Supplemental Material
for details). The results are shown as red circles in
Fig. 5 (note that the micromagnetic modeling only re-
turns modes that are even in the unit cell because the
exciting field is uniform, while the semi-analytical model
captures all modes irrespective of symmetry). For the
vortex state, a good agreement for the bulk modes is
obtained from the macrospin model. Further compari-
son with the extended semi-analytical model also shows
excellent agreement with the low-frequency edge modes.
For the remanent state, the macrospin model yields a
good qualitative agreement with the micromagnetic re-
sults. A three-spin S-state model also yields good agree-
ment with the micromagnetic low-frequency modes, espe-
cially in view of the simplistic treatment in the three-spin
model of the smooth static equilibrium magnetization in

FIG. 5. (Color online) Magnon frequencies at the Γ point as
a function of an external field applied along the x̂ axis for
the (a) macrospin vortex, (b) macrospin remanent, (c) onion
vortex, and (d) remanent S states. The bulk (edge) modes
are depicted in blue (dashed black) lines. The red dots are
obtained from micromagnetic simulations.

the micromagnetic model.
We remark that in both real and micromagnetically-

modeled nanoislands, there are many higher-order
modes, beyond what can be described by the three-spin
model considered here, because of the many internal de-
grees of freedom. Such higher-order modes have many
internal nodal lines of the magnetization eigenmodes.
Therefore, the magnetostatic fields emanating from such
modes decay rather quickly in space. This results in a
weak coupling between different islands so the magnonic
bands arising from such modes are non-dispersive with
no phase or group velocity, and are not interesting here.
It is also noteworthy that a strong variation of the is-
lands aspect ratio can significantly affect the excited fre-
quencies, i.e., in the nanowire and circular dot limits.
Moreover, we expect the thickness to play an important
role in the ultra-thin film regime, where the anisotropy
becomes perpendicular or can favor a vortex state inside
each stadium.

In summary, we have calculated the magnon band
structure and the mode tunability at the Γ point for
a square ice in two equilibrium states, the vortex (or
ground) state, and the remanent state, using a model
that includes internal degrees of freedom of the islands
as well as edge bending. The good quantitative agree-
ment with micromagnetic simulations confirms the accu-
racy of the small-amplitude semi-analytical model while
avoiding the computational limitations intrinsic to fully
three-dimensional micromagnetic simulations. These re-
sults show that the magnon spectra, and therefore group
and phase velocities as well as band gap, can be manip-
ulated by external fields. In particular, the edge modes
give rise to separate magnon bands allowing for a larger
parameter space in terms of magnon control. This sug-
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gests that square ices can be considered metamaterials
for spin waves. In addition, the square ice is in principle
reconfigurable in that the magnetization in individual is-
lands can be changed by the application of external fields
(e.g., from vortex to remanent state) or temperature, or
by using more sophisticated techniques such as using spin
torque by patterning nanocontacts on the elements or
making the elements part of magnetic tunnel junctions.
This opens up the possibility of two-dimensional repro-
grammable magnonic crystals comprised of an artificial
square spin ice.
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